
Surah Al-Baqarah Ayaat 8-16 

Word Analysis

       Wamin: And from. Min-from. Min here gives the meaning of part of, or some of. And from the people, there are some people who have 
such characteristics. Not all of the people. 

•

Root: Noon-wow-seen: Nows (main word) means movement. Annas, the people are always moving about. Other scholars say Annas is 
from Noon-seen-yaa: Nisyaan (main word) which means forgetfulness. People tend to forget. Despite their memory, they forget. Part of 
human nature. Part of the test. Do we forget the good or the bad? 

        Annas: The people. Translated as the mankind. •

   Man: Who. •

Root: Qaf-wow-laam--Qawl: something that is said. There are some people who say this statement. They say just by their tongue, but 
they don't mean the statement. 

        Yaqulu: He says. •

Root: Hamza-meem-noon (in previous notes: look at Yu'minoona)
      Amanna: We have believed. Two words: Amana and Na.>>We believe. •

       Billahi: In Allah. They say we believe in Allah.•
              Wabil yaum: And in the Day. Wa-and; bi-in; al-the; Yaumi-day. •

Root: Hamza-kha-raa
        Akhiri: Last. Describing the day--Last Day. Day of Judgment. After that, there will be no sense of time.•

     Wama: And Not. Wa-and; Ma-Not. (Allah's statement starts here, there statement has ended). The word Ma has several meanings. Most 
common ones are 'what' or 'not'. Can be recognized contextually. 

•

    Hum: They. (hypocrites)•
              Bimu'mineen: In the least, believers. Bi-In the least. Here, 'bi' is used for emphasis. Not being used in its literal sense. Only for 
emphasis. 'not at all' believers. They do not have belief in their hearts. 'Mu'mineen' --plural of Mu'min. 

•

Ayah 8

Root: Kha-daal-'ayn: Khada'--to deceive others. To say something but do something else. Hypocritical. To keep the other person in 
darkness about the reality. Not telling them your intention of what you will do. Tell them something false or something partl y true. 
They expect something else but you do something else. 

             Yukhadi'una: They try to deceive. •

  
  Allah: Allah. They try to deceive Allah.•
           Walladhina: And those who. •
       Amanu: They have believed. (they try to deceive those who have believed). They try to deceive Allah and the believers by pretending to 
be believers. 

•

     Wama: And not. •
            Yakhda'una: They deceive. Root meaning of                and               is the same, but there is a slight difference in the form, so there is also 
a slight difference in meaning. Yukhadi'una -- Two characteristics: 1.Trying to do something. Not necessary to be successful. They try to 
deceive Allah but they are not successful and 2. Collectively (as a group), they cooperate with each other to try and deceive. All hypocrites 
together. Yakhda'una--They definitely deceive themselves. Can be at an individual level. 

•

     Illa: Except•
            Anfusaum: Themselves. By pretending to be believers, they are not deceiving Allah or the believers, only themselves. Anfusahum is 
from the word nafs--soul, person, being. They only deceive their own nafs, their own selves. 

•

      Wama: And Not. •

Root: Sheen-'Ayn-Ra: Shu'oor--to realize, to perceive, ability to sense something. The word Sha'ar is also from the same root word. 
Sha'ar is used for hair. Hair is very fine. Very thin. Shu'oor is different than knowledge--to know the fine details of something. Not just 
have rough knowledge, but the details. They do not perceive the fine details, the consequences of their actions. They don't e ven realize 
what their actions will lead them to. 

            Yash'uroon: They Perceive. And they do not perceive what? That they are actually deceiving themselves. Allah says, No. They are not 
fooling Allah and the believers, only themselves. They do not realize that they are at loss. Only bringing harm to themselves . 

•

Ayah 9

   Fi: In •

Root: Qaf-laam-baa. Singular fomr--qalb, which means to turn about. The heart, feelings are always moving about. 
          Qulubihim: Their hearts. •

Root: meem-raa-daud: Maradh means a disease, ailment. Maradh-General word used for a disease or an illness. Applies to mental, 
psychological, and spiritual ailments as well. S their disease is not physical, rather it is a spiritual illness. Maradh of d oubt. Hypocricy. 
They don't have iman/yaqeen. Doubt is a sickness. 

       Maradun: A disease. •

Root: root of zada is ziad meaning increase, more. 

            Fazadahum: So He (Allah) increased them. Fa-So; Zada-Increased; Hum-them (hypocrites). Fa has many meanings in Arabic. Generally 
means 'so'. Here, 'fa' gives the meaning of because or as a result. 

•

  
  Allahu: Allah. Allah increased them. •
       Marada: In their disease. Because they chose not to cure their disease, Allah allowed the disease to grow. •
         Walahum: And for them. Hum refers to the hypocrites. •
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         Walahum: And for them. Hum refers to the hypocrites. •
        'Adhabun: A punishment. For them is a punishment.•

Root: Hamza-laam-meem: Alam--to feel pain. Aleem--extremely, excruciatingly painful. 
Two characteristics: Intensity and Repetition in words like (Rajeem, Raheem, Adheem, Aleem). So Aleem means extremely painful and 
repeatedly. That which will bring them pain over and over again. Imagine getting your finger caught in a door. OUCH! Imagine the 
same finger getting caught in the door again and again and again! And then imagine if someone ELSE hits you. There is not jus t physical 
pain, but also emotional pain. This is punishment that is Aleem. Why so severe? 

        Aleemun: Painful. For them is a punishment that is painful.•

     Bima: Because•
        Kaanu: They. When Kaanu comes before a verb, it gives the meaning of doing something habitually. Doing something continuously as a 
habit. They didn't just lie one about being believers, but they did so repeatedly. 

•

Root: Kaaf-dhaal-baa: kidhb or kadhib--to lie. What is a lie? To give false information deliberately. To present falsehood as reality. They 
used to lie to the Prophet (Salallahu Alayhi Wasallam) and the believers. 

            Yakdhiboon: They used to lie. •

       Waitha: And when.•

Root: Qaf-wow-laam: Qowl. Qeela and Yaqulu are from the same root word.  So there is a main word and many branching words. 
Yaqulu-he says; Qeela-It was said. 

      Qeela: It was said. •

       Lahum: To them (the same people--hypocrites). Anyone says to them--not specified. Prophet (Salallahu Alayhi Wasallam) or the believers; 
anyone. 

•

   La: Do not•

Root: Faa-seen-daal: Fasad--to become bad, to get rotten, to become spoiled. Tufsidu--to create fasad, to spoil things, to create 
corruption, making the earth go bad. 

          Tufsidu: You all do mischief. •

   Fi: In•

Physically. (ie: cutting two many trees, disrupting habitats, pollution, etc.)i.
Within those who live on the earth. (in the people, creating ill feelings among people, lying, spreading falsehood)ii.

         Alardhi: The earth. >>It is said to them, do not do fasaad in the earth. Fasad fil ardh is of two types: •

       Qaluu: They said. Here we have another form from the same root: qowl. Yaqulu: He said; Qeela: It was said, Qaluu: They said. •
       Innama: Indeed, not but. Indeed, nothing but this. This is the reality. So 1. Innama gives the meaning of 'indeed' and 2. it limits the 
meaning. Inna means indeed and 'ma' is there to limit the meaning. 

•

       Nahnu: Only we•

Root: Saud-laam-ha: Islah--opposite of fasaad. Islah is to fix things, reform things; whereas fasad is to destroy, corrupt, spoil.
            Muslihoon: Ones who make peace•

Next ayah is the statement of Allah in response. 

Ayah 11

     Ala: Unquestionably. Two parts: 'A' and 'La'. Both together make a word. Used for the purpose of exclamation or warning (!) All of that is 
said in 'Ala'. Also for the person of alerting the listener. 

•

         Innahum: Indeed They (the hypocrites)•
     Hum: They only•
               Almufsiduna: The ones who do mischief. •
        Walakin: But•
   La: Not•
            Yash'uroon: They perceive. They do not perceive, understand, realize. What do they not perceive? That they are actually Al 
Mufsidoon--those who do fasaad.

•

Ayah 12

       Waitha: And when •
      Qeela: It was said.•
       Lahum: To them. (hypocrites)•
       Aminu: You all accept, believe. Aminu--Command; imperative. "Believe!"•
     Kama: Ka-like, just as. >>Believe, just as (like)•
      Amana: He believed. •
        Annaasu: The other people (Sahaba)•
       Qaluu: They Said. (Response of the hypocrites)•
           Anu'minu: 'A'-Should; 'Nu'minu'-we believe. Nu'minu from the root word Eman. (Root: Hamza-meem-noon)•
     Kama: Just as•
      Amana: He believed.•

Root: Seen-fa-ha: Assufahaa is the plural of Safih. Safaha means to be foolish, silly. Also used for stupid in Arabic. Also means to be 
light in weight. Things that are light in weight are easily carried about. People who are very light in their thinking, not s trong headed. 
So the hypocrites called them as such because they thought, look at how easily they left their religion. 

            Assufahaa: The foolish ones. Question. They are calling the believers foolish. •

     Ala: Unquestionably; know this for sure (Allah responds)•
         Innahum: Indeed, they •
     Hum: They alone•
            Assufaha'u: (are) the foolish ones. •
        Walakin: But•

Ayah 13
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        Walakin: But•
   La: Not•

Root: 'Ayn-laam-meem. 'Ilm. Knowledge. 
            Ya'lamoon: They know. •

       Waitha: And when.•

Root: Laam-qaf-yaa: Laqiya--Liqa' means to meet someone, to come face to face with the other.
      Laqu: They met. (they-hypocrites)•

         Allathina: Those people•
       Amanu: Who have believed. When the meet the believers.•
       Qaluu: They (hypocrites) say (to the believers)•
      Amanna: We have believed. We're just like you, we're Muslims.•
       Waitha: And when •

Root: Kha-laam-wow: Khala--empty space. To be empty. Here, 'khalow ila' is not a literal statement, rather a figurative expression. It 
means "when they are alone with"<<to be in seclusion with. Only them and their satans (referring to their leaders, just as shayatan 
commands wrong, their leaders are also called satans, evil nature), not third party. Root: (of Shaytan) Sheen-taa-noon: Shatana--to be 
far away. One who opposes the truth. 

       Khalow: They are alone•

       Ila: With•
               Shayateenihum: They satans. •
       Qaluu: They say.•
     Inna: Indeed we.•
         Ma'akum: (We are) with you. We are still you followers, still at your service. •
       Innama: Indeed, not but•
       Nahnu: We  •

Root: Haa-zaa-hamza: Haz'--to mock, to make fun of someone. To make someone a target of laughter. 
                Mustahzi'un: Ones who mock. We were only mocking when we said we are believers. •

Ayah14

  
  Allahu: Allah•
             Yastahziu: He mocks. Same root as Mustahzi'u. •
       Bihim: At them. •

Root: Meem-daal-daal: Yamuddu--to extend something. Madd in tajweed is to extend the sound. 

             Wayamudduhum: And He extends them. One may wonder, how does Allah mock at them? This is a style in Arabic --When a certain 
action is mentioned, the exact same word is used in response, however the connotation is different in context. 

•

   Fi: In •
              Tughyanihim: Their transgression. Allah lets them go further and further in their wrongdoing. Their transgression is their lying, 
mocking, the way of the hypocrites.

•

Root: 'Ayn-mee-haa: 'Amah--to be confused; to be unable to see that which is very obvious. They're confused, not even recognizing the 
obvious truth. They are living amongst the believers, yet they are still wandering blindly. 

            Ya'mahoon: They wander blindly.•

Ayah 15

           Ulaaika: Those.•
         Allathina: Those who•

Root: Sheen-raa-yaa: Shira--to buy something. Gives the meaning of buying and selling at the same time--an exchange. Also gives the 
meaning of preferring something over something else. 

          Ishtarawu: They have purchased. •

           Adhalalata: The misguidance•
            Bilhuda: Instead of guidance. So they have preferred, purchased, misguidance over guidance though they were  presented both. •
     Fama: So not. (Allah responds)•

Root: Raa-ba-haa: Ribh--to profit. 
       Rabihat: It profited.•

              Tijaratuhum: Their trade. Their transaction. Tijarah--the act of trading. •
     Wama: And not. •
       Kaanu: They were.•
            Muhtadeen: Ones who obtain guidance. Plural of Mutadih--gives the meaning of to accept and internalize the guidance. Guidance was 
all around them but they did not internalize the guidance. 

•

Ayah 16

Tafseer

Allahumma Wahdini, Wahdibi--Oh Allah, guide me and guide through me. •
In Surah Fatiha, we read about three kinds of people: Al-Muttaqin, Al Maghdubi, and Adaulleen.•
Signs of the belivers: Eman, Spend, Salah, etc. •
And of the people, there are some who say we believe in Allah and the Last Day. •
Allah says that they are not believers. In their heart, the do not truly believer. Until the heart does not believe, the pers on is not a believer. 
Eman is to confirm with the heart, confirm with tongue, and manifest through action. 

•

There cannot be a discrepancy between the three parts of Eman. The hypocrites forget that there is Allah. They think it does not matter what 
they say because the people don't know. See Al-e-Imran Ayah 29

•

Ayah 8:                                                 
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they say because the people don't know. See Al-e-Imran Ayah 29
Our hearts and tongue should coincide if we want guidance. We should constantly check our hearts and tongues. •

These hypocrites think they are deceiving Allah and the believers and they only deceiving themselves. •
For 13 years, Muslims were a minority in Makka. Only two groups, Mu'mineen and Kuffar. •
After the Badr and Fathe Makka, a third group emerged--the hypocrites. Now that Islam was the winning teams, the hypocrites feared losing 
their status, wealth, etc. so outwardly they said they are Muslim. Wanted the glory and worldly pleasures, war booty, etc. 

•

Allah is telling the believers to be on guard. First we must check our hearts and then be cautious of such people. We can never label anyone. 
Rasulullah (Salallahy Alayhi Wasallam) never killed a Munafiq because he left the judgment up to Allah. 

•

The hypocrites kept taking and taking, but they never gave, they never sacrificed for Allah. The Mu'min gives and gives. The Munafiq takes 
and takes. 

•

Surah Fatir Ayah 43. The evil plot only encompasses its own people. They only cause loss to themselves. •

Ayah 9                                                                                          

The doubt of suspicion, doubt, hypocrisy is in their heart. •
They have doubts about the deen and desire for this dunya•
Because they did not cure the disease in their heart, Allah increases their disease. •
How can doubt be cured? Gaining established knowledge. The knowledge of the Qur'an and Sunnah. Also sitting with righteous co mpany. •
For them (hypocrites) is a lasting, punishment, one that will increase and never decrease. They will be in the lowest depths of the hell fire 
because of their attitude and habitual lying. 

•

3 signs of a hypocrite: "The signs of the hypocrite are three: when he speaks he lies, when he promises he breaks his promise and when he is 
entrusted he betrays the trust." (Bukhari and Muslim)

•

• When he is told a secret, he betrays and tells that secret. Non-trustworthy. 
Lying hurts Eman and Allah does not guide the transgressor or a liar. Lying and Eman cannot come in the same heart. •
False promises: saying to do something but going against his word. •
False praises: No respect for the person in the heart but you're great to them to please them•
Jokingly: Causing hardship in the name of a joke•

• Another common lie is when students miss school and give an excuse that is not true (ie: My grandmother died)
To make something huge: Exaggeration•
Just knowing the punishment (Adhaabun Aleem) should be enough for one to leave lying. •
Even if that person fasts and prays, but at the same time, he is lying..he will have a sign of hypocrisy in him. Lying once l eads to other lies. •

Ayah 10                                                                
                                    

When they are told not to spread fasaad, they equate their fasaad with islah (reformation). •
This increase in sin is a means of spreading corruption on the land.•
When you are not sincere with Allah, the Prophet (Salallahu Alayhi Wasallam), and the believers, that is when you are creatin g fasaad. This 
is what the hypocrites were doing.  

•

Nifaq in itself is a corruption of the heart. If the heart is corrupt, the tongue utters lies. •
They cannot perceive, so they think they are doing good. •
They want benefits from the Muslims and the other side. •

• Why is lying such a huge deal? Think about cheating. When a spouse cheats on the other spouse and they find out, what's the f irst thing they 
say--"You lied to me?" It all stems from that. They disobeyed Allah, lied and as a result they increase themselves in sin by going to drugs, 
alcohol, more cheating, more lying, more haraam only to find even more destruction in each of those acts. 

• Such people create fasaad in their immediate family, their extended family, in the community, and in the overall society. 

Ayah 11                                                                                    

• Unquestionably, it is they who are the corruptors, but they perceive it not. 
• This is talking about the hypocrites in Madinah. What were they doing? They were cheating the Muslims and the Kuffar. Not wit h one or the 

other. Took both sides but they were not at either side. And they called this their reformation while it was actually fasaad.
• They wanted to make both sides happy to gain the benefits from each side. 

Ayah 12                    
                                       

• When it is said to the hypocrites to believe as the believes have believed. They say, shall we believe as the foolish have be lieved? 
• Not out of sincerity, trying to belittle. 
• Why did they call the believers foolish? They saw that the believers were willing to sacrifice their time, money, lives for A llah, for Islam. The 

hypocrites saw this as a means of loss. They wanted this worldly life so they tried to benefit from each side. 
• Allah says that they are the foolish ones, though they do not perceive.
• When the hypocrites are called to the deen, to Allah, to Islam--they are irritated. They flee from Iman. 
• The one who turns away from this deen, he is the fool (See Al-Baqarah: 30)
• They also think of themselves as intellectuals, thinking only they are on the right path. 
• The early believers in Madinah were not very rich. The hypocrites looked down upon them and they did not want to be like them . They saw 

them as second-class. They didn't want to sit next to the poor people in gatherings. 
• To them, intelligence was measured by how much one could gain in the dunya. 
• Some people, when they give in charity, they only give where they know they will receive a tax rebate in return. They don't h ave full 

conviction in the hadith that says that charity does not reduce one's wealth. They didn't believe in the hereafter so they di dn't look forward 
to it. So that's why they never joined an gazwah and when they did go, they created fasaad. 

Ayah 13                   
                                                                                                                                   

• In front of the believers, they say that we have believed. But when they are alone with their leaders, indeed we are with you . 
• They say, we were only mocking the believers. 
• Why do they do this? Complete lack of eman. 

Ayah 14                                                                                                                                             

Ayah 15                                                                  
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• Allah mocks them and Allah prolongs them in their transgression and they wander blindly. 
• This is how Allah defends the true believers. 
• Allah gives them time. This is the sunnah of Allah. 
• They think that what they're doing is right because Allah has not punished them (yet) and they have all the luxuries. It is t he sunnah of Allah 

to give a nation or a person some time. They are given respite. Their rebellious nature is exposed in this ayat. 
• Good Manner and the Understanding of Deen, both cannot  be in a hypocrite. 

Ayah 15                                                                  
  

• They have preferred misguidance to guidance. They prefer to remain in darkness
• So their transaction has brought no profit and nor were they guided. 
• There are some people who say that if we study the Qur'an, we will have to implement it so it is better to not study. These p eople are only 

deceiving themselves. No one else. 
• In order to understand this Book, we must put in our time, effort, struggle, to understand and implement. 
• Leave lying all together because it only bring destruction. 
• HW: Put a check on your heart. Is my speech coinciding with my actions and what is in my heart? 

Ayah 16                                                                                             
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